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One year ago, I started meditating and together with yoga, and I decided to embark on the
journey into my body.
It took me thirteen months to understand that meditation is a daily practice. And that it is
hard work. That pays off pretty quickly. Meditation is about becoming consciously aware of
your body. Exploring where the energy is trapped and also where it flows, I suppose. It is about
breathing and relaxing, first of all, and then recognizing and learning about how to become
conscious of your interior, listening into your body and learning to breathe into parts of your
body. By doing that, you become aware of what it is you are feeling, and then comes the cool
part.

To think or not
to think

You identify the location of the sensation - that is, a feeling or an emotion or a sensation so
it can be fear, hunger, sleepiness, desire or anything else - and then you investigate it. I find this
very hard but it becomes easier and faster with practice. You then proceed to give the sensation
a shape, a limit, which is very difficult with sensations like fear or desire that appear to take
over the whole body - and then you give it a color and a texture. I say “give it” in lack of a
better term as it is not actually given but it is more recognized in it and when the color, the
shape, the texture and the behavior fit, the body tells you 'yes'. Anger is often green or orange,
a tight ring around my navel or my heart.
I take all this wisdom from Yoga for Emotional Flow, an audio book by psychoanalyst and yoga
instructor Stephen Cope suggested to me by Ali Mischke, wonderful yoga instructor herself
that I met in Cambridge. Stephen Cope explains the links between Western and Eastern
contemplative tradition and he teaches how to breathe.
Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung have both identified one essential source of evil in us, he says,
the source of sickness and symptoms: the separating of the world in two discrete parts, one
good one bad, one acceptable and one to be banished. This is indeed a radical insight because
it is so hard to allow yourself to feel love and hate and fear and desire for the same person at
the same time.
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Meditation brings all those things up to the surface, the surface of consciousness and the
surface of the skin: I have had a rash for weeks on my face and some bizarre things that look
like bruises on my thighs. My gums have also been acting out. But all in all, things settle and I
feel more integrated. My skin comes back to normal, my gums are healing.
Meditation is the skillful way to go beyond opposites and toward integration of your whole
self. This is really difficult, and I must say I find it harder than writing books or learning
languages. Learning how to be a human being is not self-evident. We need to develop a whole
new skill set in order to enter a new realm of being, of allowing ourselves to feel alive. In order
to do this, I go through difficult periods of a few hours or even days where the only emerging
emotion is fear. There is only fear on the surface of my being and I don't know where to put
it. And then, I suddenly understand, instead of trying to put it somewhere or reassure myself, I
need to feel the fear, to “surf it”, to give it a name a physical name, a texture and a boundary
and stay with it until it moves through me, “like the weather.”
I have discovered many things that I repress, like joy and jealousy as if there were shame in
feeling this. I hope it is not too late now that I know that it is perfectly ok.

Hidden in plain
sight

An empty mind that does not think, analyze, crave, hope allows for what is called
mindfulness - actually it sounds more to me like the practice of not practicing, as if
mindlessness was the better word. An empty mind an inactive mind lets the world emerge just
the way it is.
If we are not together we won't break up.
Everyday nothings become very meaningful when they are accompanied by the blissful
moments, the butterflies, the dizziness.
But can they occur at the same time, when there is excitement and joy and dizziness?
The dream ideal would be to have the banality with excitement. People say.
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I say it is the essence of the other person that makes it possible to create something
wonderful. It is not a negotiation about how much you can get at the same time. It is not a
checklist. If it were, it would be a trade-off. It is not, in my humble opinion, a list of things you
want and then get disappointed when you don't get all of them.
Although I know that people who know me won't believe me when I say this: if there is pure
creation of wonderfulness I don't fuss about the right table at a restaurant or the perfect
shower or exercising options or expensive face cream; when it is the perfect moment, I just
float above ground, jump for joy and notice nothing else but beauty and wonderfulness.
But what if you come down from this high and you touch the ground? You start wondering
how to fill the time that seems endless from one blissful moment to the next. How the hell
should we fill the time? There is nothing else important enough so I tend to fall into staring at
things. All these hours, days, weeks, months to fill until a blissful moment can safely be created
again.
In fact, I believe that there is no actual meanwhile.
I write a book and feel weird about going about everyday things in between the magical
moments. Can't I just stop breathing until the next one?

Meanwhile what
do we do?

When you love someone, you take it all, the wonderful with the horrible, they all come
together in a package. But do other women he seems to feel more comfortable with come with
the package as well?
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This time SOGLITUDES explores the place of thought in the body-mind system. With
Barbara Gail Montero, professor at the City University New York, whom I have been connected
with through Susanna Siegel from the Philosophy Department at Harvard. When I was talking
about my threshold idea with her, she mentioned Barbara and her theory about thought in
action. Susanna said that it reminded her somehow of what Barbara showed with dancing. I
have then contacted her and we have started an interview over e-mail. That was two years ago
and now I think it is time to get on with it. Barbara talks about how action is not devoid of
thought when it is executed at a high level of expertise. It needs distinction between attention
and levels of thinking. Barbara rejects the mindless action theories as supported by thinkers like
Hubert Dreyfus. She is not a fan of the word flow that she refers to as an f** word.
On the other hand, Kate Riegle van West likes the idea of flow. I have met Kate in
connection with the Semitic Museum where she was working while I spent a lot of time at
Harvard. We got into a brief and friendly connection before she left for Auckland, New
Zealand, to pursue PhD studies exploring the health benefits of Poi. Kate says she has learned
everything in the circus, she plays the sousaphone, she has opened a poi center in Chicago,
created a multimedia instrument called the Orbitar (http://www.spinpoi.com/the-orbitar/
out of her poi practice and she has given a TEDx talk on poi in Boston:
(http://www.tedxbeaconstreet.com/speakers/kate-riegle-van-west/
“Poi is a ball on a string which you swing in circular patterns around your body. There are
many different styles of poi, the earliest known being that of the M‚ori in New Zealand, where
poi continues to play an important role in M‚ori culture.” Kate has many exceptional talents.
She has an unstoppable energy and enthusiasm to implement her creations and ideas and to
motivate people to participate. Poi is her way to show how to stay young and healthy and to
connect with herself. She talks about her life journey inside and outside, where things come
together in a flow. “It is spinning your life around, literally.”
Van Troi Tran wonders if time stops at airports.
Sylvianne Blanchette features on her Page Louche with a paper about love and break-up.
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And there is one little treat: Maxime Lamoureux offers you a
riddle. (in French)
Below are links to everyone's work, websites, blogs and so on:
Sylvianne Blanchette
Une fille louche http://unefillelouche.blogspot.ca/
Stephen Cope https://kripalu.org/
https://www.soundstrue.com/store/yoga-for-emotional-flow3576.html
Barbara Gail Montero
https://barbaramontero.wordpress.com/
https://barbaramontero.wordpress.com/
and a link to her book Thought in Action on Oxford University
Press
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/thought-in-action9780199596775?cc=us&lang=en&
Kate Riegle van West
http://www.spinpoi.com/about/
TEDx talk
http://www.tedxbeaconstreet.com/speakers/kate-riegle-vanwest/
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Telling the truth

Pure
intentions

The intention must be pure, come from the heart and the gut, with your whole heart, your
whole soul and your whole might, bekol levavecha, bekol nafshecha, bekol meodecha, everything else
just doesn't make sense. There is no need to find the fault in others. I need to find peace, truth
and harmony with the things I have done, the things I want and the decisions that I will make.
All by myself.
If love were part of something else, the things we hear and say would make perfect sense.
But love is not part of a number of other things on a list, it is everything. It is what everything
else comes from and depends on. How we manage to cherish it, how well we do with not
destroying but cultivating it when we create it with someone else.
Usually people forget that and pursue fragmented goals. Any ambition is such a fragmented
thing. Some distraction from what really matters. Some way not to look love directly in the face.
When we are reminded of it, we get very angry.
My problem are the boundaries. The healthy boundaries. Because I am an idiot and a coward,
I go with unbearable situations and still shine with happiness although it is causing me a lot of
pain, anxiety, anger, humiliation, just because I am afraid I will destroy it if I speak up.
To all of you who do the same, this is a mistake. No good will come from shutting up. But
sometimes it is good to say “shut up” or “stop.” When there is the emotion of wonderfulness
involved that is always faced with smugness, try not to cry but say 'don't go any further with
this, I won't be there, you do that and I will go.' Only more health and a light heart will come
from it.
But in truth, it is hard to stay true to what we truly want all the time. It is easier when it is a
little further away, when it is not certain, when we can build things that keep us from looking
the desire right in the face. Next time reach and grab. I get so terrified in these moments of desire
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that I shake, I get dizzy, and I lose my mind. I can't concentrate, I don't know what I am
saying, I have the heart in my throat.
When you have to start saying these things, of course, you know that something has
been wrong from day one. Maybe 'day one' was the first day you should have said
something about what you are willing to bear, like I don't want other women to just walk in
when I am with you. Some people manipulate others so well and so much that there is
nothing left for them too feel. And then they say “I feel badly.” We had a fight about that.
And I think it even caused him to say “We could never be together” because I corrected
his grammar? Actually, I feel badly is not a grammar mistake. In his case, it is true, he
really feels badly which means that his ability to feel is bad.
You know how it is when you wait for someone to call. All the things that go on in your
head. The mood swings from anger to rationalization. That it is certainly good not to talk
right now because of the fear, and the tension and the defense mechanisms there will be
no good outcome to this conversation, anyway. Just trust that when the connection is
made, the connection will be good and the communication will just flow. I almost couldn't
think of the word. Communication.
In the best place in the universe everything is fine. Although the foundation is missing. I
have loved the intermediate state until now. Now I know that I have to face the fact that
we have not built it so that I can safely come back to it with a calm heart. It is the place
where a game needs to be played that can never be won.
It is the source of constant stress and fear and anxiety for me. The purpose and the
right is missing. I walk on Main Street and there I think I should work at Charlesbridge,
the publisher of children's books, and they might want to publish the book about bears. I
go running on Victory Field and there I think that someone is not happy with me, he
always goes out with others.
Purely, truly, no hesitation. If not, you will be punished: you get a disease, you suffer,
you are sent to a place where you don't want to be.
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When I want to travel to Paris to have my hair done I need a professional reason to go,
otherwise it is too expensive. When Joe and I looked for a way I could stay in Boston
permanently I said, 'Oh I know, I could study something.' And then Joe said, do you really want
to study something or is it just to be here?
These things plunge me into deep reflections about intention, truth and action. The true
reason to go to Paris is the particular perfect still unique touch that Chrystine applies to my
hair. Like the only reason to go to the US is to be in our house and take care of that. But this
should not even be a factor, he says. So why am I going there?
No other reason is the real reason. Yes, I absolutely adore the light, the air, the mood and the
general spirit there, the walk from Lexington Street to Waverly Square, the easy connection I
make with people there, the pure joy. But I really just want to go home.
When I tried to go back to the place I consider home, they told me I don't have the right to
live there because I don't have the right papers. I made wrong decisions and I was not true to
myself.
I had lived in Paris for twenty years and I was so unhappy there that I thought about
committing suicide regularly. I was completely isolated in a city where I hated the dirt, the
people and the air.
The light was just a little better than in Vienna. I had moved West because I am not an
Eastern person. I had moved to Paris, not to be in Paris, but so I won't be in Vienna. I don't like
the heaviness or the sadness that surrounds everything in Europe. Even when I was in Greece,
I was annoyed by the fake philosophical heritage that only remains in ruins, actual ruins around
the city, holes in the ground, laziness, dirt again and disease and therefore economic failure.
By chance, I found truth in Watertown. Or maybe it was a temporary bargain with truth, an
unfair negotiation. It would have been so easy to go on ignoring the underlying feeling of
uneasiness of not being in the right place. Enjoy the couch, the shoveling, the raking, the
planting of the garden and all the things that come with the house. All the time ignoring that
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the foundation was not there. That it was not a true and happy home.
Marcel Proust wanted to recapture the past. In his book series Remembrance
of Things Past (or In Search of Lost Time) what he does with his words is
recapture something that has gone. He tries to find a way to make the past
emerge from the present. This perspective on the stream of life where the
past is constantly interwoven with the present perception of moments is at
the core of many research avenues in cognitive psychology.
My threshold theory builds on the observation that the attention switch
moves incessantly from the somewhere else to the right now, from wishes to
reality, from nowhere to here.
Eugène (not Hermann) Minkowski has made the important distinction
between the past as a block of time or entity that constitutes some part of
us, some building block of our life as a whole, and something that is just a
little in the past that makes us understand the present before our eyes, like
looking at Salzburg and wishing it was Watertown.
Actually, Minkowski has said this about the present, making the distinction
between the day-to-day present and the contemporary present time as a
whole that can be studied socially or economically. But I think it applies to
the past as well.
The attention focus of our conscious life is at the same time a window
onto the reality before us and a mirror of goals, wishes, desires, fears and
intentions. I have tried to dissect and differentiate them which allowed for a
serene break in the incessant firing of reality. I took the example of running
where the surroundings slowly fade to leave you all alone in the world where
no one, really no one, not one soul, understands you. Only a teddy bear.
Photo: Van Troi Tran
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Nanuk decides to leave Earth and go to live permanently on the planet of wishes, where
bears are created. Before he leaves, he asks if the bears want to be there as well, if the
wishes are reciprocated. Faunour does not know the answer, he just says that it is assumed
that if you want something with your whole heart that something will also want being
wanted. But that is not necessarily the case. Perhaps this is why so many people prefer
pets or stuffed animals to a relationship with actual humans. You never know if they want
to be with you. And oftentimes when you want nothing but to be with them, they turn on
you with hatred and slam the door in your face.

What I want most I
must give up.
Let that go.

I have often been called a cosmopolite because I have been to so many places and have
lived in so many spots on this planet. People who know me a little better know that I am
not a cosmopolite at all, but that I have only been in search of my home. My home is a
village where I know every corner, where I love every little thing, where I know how to
speak and how to breathe, where I am calm and serene and when I walk through the door,
I know that everything wants me to be there and that there are no rules that will take me
back to the darkness again.
I believe I have been trying to create homes wherever I went. Like Shirokuma, the polar
bear from the cartoon, creates a restaurant wherever he is.
You will figure it out.
And what if I don't?
I want to break free from everything that was so wrong. Somehow in Boston things are
easier, better for me, but then a devil shows up and says, yes, you would like that, right, ha,
but you have to earn it, you can't just live here, you can't just choose your spot. No, no,
no. We know how great it is, but it is not for you. Never for you. We could never be
together. Consistently.
Don't send me back to Austria, please, I begged Joe. And he looked at me, wondering, is
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it really so bad? Stupid philosophy of mine. I am moving forward. To the next threshold.
Maybe Proust does not actually want to recapture lost moments. I think he wants to get rid
of them. Like everybody does when they write something down. When I write things in my
journal it is not to capture them, it is much more to rid myself of the garbage of things past,
of painful and destructive thoughts. And then, at the border, they read through all this and
look at me with this expression, 'what is the matter, we have every right to strip you down, to
expose your truth, the real you.'
And maybe they are right. Maybe I am the dirt of my thoughts, the anxiety and the
unfulfilled wishes because he can't reciprocate. Although I don't know what it would mean
affirmatively, I know exactly what he thinks he takes away from me: precisely the hope of
coming home to a safe place, because this would mean obligations and commitment.
Time for a slight shift, a minute adjustment. The goal can never be reached by aiming directly
at it. It is on a threshold. Yoga teaches you need to become strong enough to be able to draw a
bow. Don't worry about the target. When it is based on strong balanced foundations, the arrow
will arrive where it needs to go. It will figure it out.
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Airports are factories of becoming
Van Troi Tran
« Airports are ugly. Some are very ugly. Some attain a degree of ugliness that can only be the
result of a special effort. This ugliness arises because airports are full of people who are tired,
cross, and have just discovered that their luggage has landed in Murmansk (Murmansk airport
is the only known exception to this otherwise infallible rule), and architects have on the whole
tried to reflect this in their designs. » Douglas Adams, The Long Dark Tea-time of the Soul
I love airports. The transience, the transitoriness, the transitivity of airports. Yes, as Douglas
Adams notes, airports are not particularly picturesque, lively or appealing. Visiting an airport
usually entails an unhealthy amount of waiting, walking along long empty halls, interacting with
unenthusiastic clerks, all while dealing with jetlag or the stress of having to catch your
connection. And having to wait in line for the security checks, and having to wait in line for
passport controls. Those familiar with the sociology or anthropology of globalization sure
know that the global flows of people and things are unevenly distributed and rely on all sorts
of governance and monitoring. But still. Isn't it ironic that we have to wait so often in a place
that, if anything, typifies the acceleration of life in a globalized world?
So, OK, that might be an overstatement, I may not actually love airports. Sure enough, with
their VIP lounges and security apparatuses, airports are sites of social distinction, policing,
surveillance and control. In the essay on “Non places” by the French anthropologist Marc
Augé, airports figure prominently in his litanies of culturally standardized places of late
modernity alongside shopping malls, hotel chains and leisure parks. Of course, I wouldn't
spend my life in an airport and would probably get quickly bored with the limited menu
offerings, unaffordable designer clothes, and stacks of books by best-selling authors and TED
talk lecturers. No doubt, I would not want to work in an airport, with the daily commuting
obligations this would involve, the improbable hour shifts and the unbearably bland
background music. And for sure, I dislike some of them. The ridiculous number of terminals
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at Logan considering its overall size, the horribly dysfunctional design of LAX, and I won't get
started on La Guardia, everyone's go to example when one wants to illustrate the decrepitude
of America's public transport infrastructure.
But I like airports, and I have spent a fair amount of time in them in the last few weeks.
Lately, I was travelling from Sibiu in Romania to Quebec City, with stops in Munich and
Toronto. Due to the cold weather in Europe, the flights were delayed as the de-icing of wings
took longer than usual in Sibiu, which precipitated flight rearrangements ahead, and an arrival
in Quebec two hour later than expected. This amounted to almost 24 hours in a row in transit.
I left the hotel in Sibiu at about 4 in the morning and landed in Quebec at 8 in the evening.
Reminiscence of Tyler Durden in Fight Club: “You wake up at SeaTac, SFO, LAX. You wake
up at O'Hare, Dallas-Fort Worth, BWI. Pacific, mountain, central. Lose an hour, gain an hour.”
So what do I like about all this?
I always have the feeling that airports liberate time. As a serial procrastinator, I have this
familiar tendency of imagining a perfect time and place in the future, where everything gets
done, books are read, texts get written, emails are answered, to-do lines are crossed. The future,
of course, is a comfortable place to settle in. Because no one lives there.
But waiting areas allow for a renewed contact with the present, where time does not slide.
Airports are factories of becoming. For sure, they have to make things happen on schedule,
and curtail the effects of any unforeseen event. But much like habit can be the backdrop of
creativity, the extreme rationalization of time and space in airports releases opportunities.
“It's so nice here” said Monica Vitti in Antonioni's “L'eclisse”, watching with wonder the
movement of airplanes in a small regional aerodrome, before plunging in the crazy debacle of
the Roman stock exchange a few minutes later. The smooth combination of stillness and
motion in airport spaces, between the ebb and flow of crowds and the sensory immersion in
an unceasing background noise, creates an awareness of the passing moment.
And off we go.
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High-level expertise does not exclude
thoughts about self
Barbara Gail Montero is associate professor of philosophy at the City University of
New York. Her research revolves around the body, both the moving body of flesh and
blood and the notion of the body as place of the mind. She reflects on questions of
physicalism and challenges the idea of pure physicality in philosophy where she
encounters the hard problem of consciousness and David Chalmers. But mostly she
wants to make a point about how high-level expertise DOES NOT exclude thoughts
about self or attention to what we are doing. Her argument is about experts and highly
trained professionals and does not refer to actions like locking the door or preparing
coffee. Barbara used to be a professional dancer and being a philosopher is her second
career.
I talked to her a little over e-mail. Hopefully, next time we will be able to chat in
person.
T: Dear Barbara, thank you so much for agreeing to this interview. Your theory about the conscious
involvement in action is fascinating. Being a professional dancer yourself, you must be basing some of
your thoughts on that experience.
But would you start by telling me about “A night of philosophy”, an all-night event on April 24th
2015 in New York? I just read about it on your blog. You spoke at 4.50 AM! It must have been an
amazing event. How was it organized? Did you get to dance?
http://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/03/30/ready-thyself-for-an-all-nightphilosophy-jam/?module=BlogPostTitle&version=Blog+Main&contentCollection=Arts&action=Click&pgtype=Blogs&regio
n=Body&_r=0
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B: It was a blast! And you can be sure that I did make an appearance on the
dance floor, if ever so briefly (the event was held in the French Embassy and
the Ukrainian Institute, and while the disco was at the Embassy, my talk was at
the Institute, so that is where I spent the most time).
As for my talk.... have you ever tried to be coherent at 4:50 in the morning?
Actually, it went well and, shockingly, even at that hour the room was jam
packed, so much so that there were people outside who were unable to get in.
My topic was the question of whether thinking interferes with doing (which is
also the topic of my book “Thought in Action”). I focus on expert skill, like
professional athletes, dancers, poets and so forth, and in the talk, I argued that
experts think in action. To illustrate the type of position I was arguing against,
I began with Hamlet's lamentation of how his thinking is impeding his ability
to revenge his father's death; I go on to critically analyze some psychology
experiments that seem to support the idea that thinking about one's decisions
leads to non-optimal performance; and then return to Hamlet, concluding that
Hamlet might believe that thinking is detrimental to his ability to perform at
his best, but Shakespeare's intended message is quite the contrary, for when
Hamlet does act impulsively without thinking--such as when he stabs Polonius-the results are disastrous. The title of my talk was "I Think, Therefore I Can,"
but as a colleague of mine pointed out, at that hour of the morning, it should
really have been, "I Drink, Therefore I Can."
Along with other talks, art installations, and musical performances, there was
a reading of the Marquis de Sade's Philosophy in the Boudoir in its entirety. I
stopped in for a bit to listen, and just as I got there I heard the line "a bit of
theory must precede all practice." This was perfect for me since in my talk I
was planning to mention that one reason why thinking is compatible with
expert performance is that experts have spent long hours deliberately
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practicing, analyzing and theorizing about their skills. And for this reason, they can be thinking
during performance as well. I was thus able to insert a quote from Sade to support my view.
T: Thank you, that sounds wonderful. Were you there all night? What was the audience like? "I drink,
therefore I can" suggests that there was a bar too. It must have been so much fun!
B : Admission was free and included a free drink. So, yes, there was a bar. I was there at the
start, but then snuck home for a three hour nap around midnight. And the audience was
diverse! Students, senior citizens (you need less sleep as you age, apparently), professional
philosophers, and people who were just motivated by that free drink!
T: You mention your recent book, Thought in Action: Expertise and the Conscious Mind. When you say that
thinking is compatible with doing, can you explain a bit more what you mean by this? You say you use Hamlet
as a reference, do you also use your own experience as a dancer? Perhaps you could elaborate on that. To what
extent does theory and expert knowledge help doing? And is there really no room for a moment when there is
pure action according to you?
Do you think that there are ever times when theory need to "vacate" the mind to allow for pure doing?
B: Good questions, thanks, Tanja. Well, my central aim in the book is negative: to cast doubt
on the idea that for experts-individuals such as professional athletes, artists, doctors, chess
players, and, yes, even philosophers their greatest achievements or insights occur without
conscious thought. A basket ball player's mind-blowing shot or a chess player's surprising
capture at least often involves conscious thought and effort that can be described afterwards.
In fact, I performed some experiments on chess players and found that even while playing
lightning chess (one minute per player per game) players were able to vocalize a great deal of
their thinking process. Does this mean that there is no room for pure action? No, I think it may
occasionally occur. For example, sometimes there simply is no reason to prefer one option
over another (or none that the expert can discern) yet if a choice must be made, this is a time
for just doing it.
In the book, I also present and criticize the classic “jam tasting” psychology experiment that
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some see as supporting the idea that thinking about one's decisions can lead to non-optimal
performance. In this experiment subjects, when they are asked to explain their reasons for their
choices, seem to make much worse judgments of the quality of jams than when they simply
rank jams without explaining why they made their ranking. The point I made was that since the
subjects of the experiment were college students who were not trained to think about the
quality of jam, the conclusion might not generalize to professional jam tasters. And in fact,
professionals do give reasons for their choices all the time.
Do I rely on my own experience as a dancer? A bit, however, my professional career was, ah,
some time ago and I run the danger of having my recollections highly influenced by my current
theory. I rely more on empirical evidence and arguments (for example, to address your question
about the way theory and knowledge might help doing, I argue that given that experts typically
train in a deliberate, analytic manner, they are used to thinking while doing and so they should
be able to think during performing as well), as well as, to a degree, the stories of others from a
wide range of fields. I'm in the process right now of arranging an interview with a renowned
radiologist; I hope she is able to do it!
T: So would you elaborate a little more on your idea that a little theory goes a long way and that it is actually
helpful to think about what you are doing even when the body is mainly involved. I remember reading an article
you wrote on that subject about dancing where you asked, if I remember correctly, that thinking about the dance
steps helps perform better actually, rather than let the body take over?
Sure. The most extreme view that I am arguing against is that of Hubert Dreyfus. Dreyfus,
who takes his inspiration from Merleau-Ponty, thinks that experts, when performing at their
best in normal circumstances (not, for example, when equipment malfunctions or something
else goes drastically wrong), proceed without thought but are rather somehow pulled to do what
they do - be it making a goal in soccer, making a surprising capture in chess, or coming up with
a great line in poetry - from forces in the environment. Expert action is more like something
that happens to an expert rather than something an expert does. I argue against this view, but I
also argue against less extreme views that just see certain type of mental processes, like
conscious thought, as detrimental to performance. For example, Sian Beilock and Thomas Carr
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in the 2004 paper tell us that “when experienced soccer players kick a ball, for example, they do
not think consciously about every component involved in kicking, they 'just do it.'” I had
wanted to call my book "The Myth of Just Do It", however, Oxford was a bit worried about
getting a cease and desist order from Nike.
Of course, there is a cavernous gap between the view that experts don't think consciously
about every component of a movement and the view that experts just do it without thinking at
all, and I certainly do not intend to argue against the former. No one thinks consciously about
every component of his or her actions. However, I do reject Beilock's view that experts, in
general, ought not to monitor their actions (in their domain of expertise) as they perform. To
be sure, some mental processes may tend to be detrimental to performance. An expert tennis
player, for example, might be ill-advised to reflect on everything that has gone wrong so far
during a match. But, on my view, monitoring certain components of one's movements or
strategizing for the win might very well be useful.
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Il y a longtemps que je n'ai pas été
amoureuse

La page louche

Quelques années, trois peut-être. Environ. Je me demande après combien de temps je
devrais considérer que c'est trop et me déclarer cause perdue. Sans doute que plusieurs
m'ont déjà cataloguée vieille fille en devenir. Je vis avec trois chats en plus, j'ai le profil.
Des fois me prend l'envie de rencontrer quelqu'un puis de me laisser aller et de
m'engager. Pas tout le temps. Mais quand ça arrive, j'imagine tout, du premier regard au
premier sourire au premier baiser au premier souper à la première baise au premier weekend à la première chicane à la première réconciliation au premier... Je vais rarement
jusqu'au premier appart. Parfois j'envisage la fin. Tout s'interrompt rapidement. J'ai le
projet romantique précoce. Intense, subjuguant, mais qui s'achève bien vite.
Mes relations antérieures ont été de courte durée. La plus longue (qui n'en fut même
pas une dite «officielle» mais qui a duré assez longtemps pour que je la mentionne ici) s'est
étalée sur près de quatre ans, entrecoupée de multiples pauses. Sinon, j'ai été avec mon
premier véritable amoureux durant seize mois. Et un an avec le second. Je dis que je
n'imagine pas un déménagement à deux, c'est peut-être parce que ça ne m'est jamais
arrivé. Je n'ai jamais habité en concubinage. Je n'ai fait qu'un voyage en couple. Et ça a
failli mal se terminer. Vous voyez le genre. Mes expériences sont tout de même réduites.
J'ai donc vécu quelques ruptures. On m'a laissée. Et j'ai quitté. Il y a eu des ruptures
d'amitié aussi, mais ça c'est autre chose. J'ai toujours eu beaucoup de difficulté avec
l'après, avec le moment où l'on doit soudainement vivre sans l'autre, l'instant où à partir
de là, on doit tout subir et expérimenter sans la présence de celui ou celle qui nous
accompagnait dans tout. Comment passer drastiquement d'une situation à l'autre? Sans
heurts? Comment être deux, puis un(e) seul(e)?
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Même s'il m'est arrivé d'être celle qui rompt, je ne peux m'empêcher de me poser des
questions. Même si je sais pourquoi moi je l'ai fait, je me demande comment les autres
procèdent, surtout lorsqu'il s'agit d'une décision éclairée, volontaire. Pourquoi quelqu'un choisit
de partir? Comment peut-on le faire avec autant de détachement? Pourquoi ne sommes-nous
plus au même endroit, à la même place? Comment deux personnes qui partent ensemble en
même temps d'un même point font pour se perdre en chemin?

Sylvianne
Blanchette
unefillelouche.blogspot.ca/

Avoir à me dire que mon quelqu'un de spécial a décidé de ne plus me voir, de se passer de
moi, est extrêmement blessant pour moi. Je ne sais pas comment faire autrement que de le
prendre comme une insulte. Savoir qu'il se porte mieux en s'éloignant de moi me tue. Parce
que moi je ne suis pas bien sans lui.
Je suis toujours celle qui prend le plus de temps à s'en remettre. L'autre personne me
manque. J'y pense sans cesse. Je garde mes «réflexes de couple», comme celui d'appeler ou
écrire à chaque bonne nouvelle ou quand quelque chose ne va pas. Ne plus connaître l'autre,
devenir une étrangère me semble impossible. Surtout quand on a tellement partagé de trucs
ensemble. Le temps passé compte beaucoup pour moi, et je reste collée avec des souvenirs. Je
me rappelle de tout.
C'est sans doute un peu bizarre, mais je rêve de mon premier copain de temps à autre.
J'imagine qu'on se revoit, après tout ce temps. Je sais qu'il a des enfants maintenant. Dans ma
tête, je revois ses cheveux noirs. Je me souviens de tous les buffets où nous avons mangé. Je
ne bois plus de Budweiser depuis que nous nous sommes quittés. C'était sa bière préférée. Je
l'ai trompé. Il ne l'aurait jamais su. J'aurais pu me taire et ne pas lui faire mal comme ça. Des
fois je me dis que nous serions peut-être encore ensemble, et d'autres fois je sais que ça n'aurait
pas continué, notre histoire. Mais je pense à lui souvent.
Du deuxième, je me rappelle de ses cheveux longs et de ses yeux bleus. Des kilos de pâtes au
pesto et de poutine ingérés. Du confort total que je ressentais en sa présence.
Malheureusement, me reviennent surtout en tête les moments post break-up, son obsession
pour moi, nos disputes... Cette fois-là, c'est moi qui suis partie sans regarder en arrière. Je ne
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l'aimais plus. C'est arrivé comme ça. C'est en pensant à lui que je me répète qu'il n'y a pas de
réponse aux questions posées plus haut.
Le troisième, je ne m'en suis probablement pas encore tout à fait remise. La plupart du
temps ça y est, puis à d'autres moments c'est comme si je n'y arriverai pas. Tant pis. Je vivrai
coincée avec ces yeux bruns qui me regardent, toute cette musique écoutée, ces films regardés
et ces paroles échangées. Qu'est-ce que j'ai aimé parler avec lui.
J'ai connu de plus petites passions. Si petites qu'elles ne méritaient même pas de séparation.
Ça allait de soi. Amusantes, elles étaient.
Je n'ai pas peur de m'embarquer dans une nouvelle relation. Le problème est que je ne croise
personne qui me donne le goût de vivre tout ça. Le beau et le laid. Le plaisant et l'irritant.
Mais je suis game. Je suis prête.
J'aimerais un garçon qui serait disponible en tout temps mais qui saurait aussi quand me
ficher la paix. Qui aurait de l'argent et un chien. Les cheveux foncés et une petite bedaine
pour pas que je me sente trop grosse à côté de lui. J'aimerais un homme qui partagerait les
mêmes opinions que moi sur la fidélité, le sucre et l'environnement. Et qui jouerait à Twister
avec moi.
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Spinning your life around
Poi is a traditional art form that is performed by the Maori, the indigenous Polynesian people
of New Zealand. It is a kind of dance where you spin a weight on a cord in circles around your
body. It can be accompanied by music and song. Poi has spread around the world and is called
International Poi when it is not practiced by the Maori.
Kate Riegle van West studies the benefits of International Poi to health and body and mind
flow for all ages, but most of all for the elderly. She has spent the last three years in Auckland,
New Zealand, working on a PhD project, conducting the first study about the health benefits
of poi. To do this, she has invited healthy older adults to participate. They were tested before
and after the exercise about their grip, balance, attention and coordination. Tai Chi was the test
group in order to see where the differences in efficiency are.
http://www.spinpoi.com
Kate is still in Auckland and has agreed to answer a few questions about her work and her
life over e-mail. Kate won first place for Future Leader Award of New Zealand.
What is poi?
Poi is a ball on a string which you swing in circular patterns around your body. There are
many different styles of poi, the earliest known being that of the Maori in New Zealand, where
poi continues to play an important role in Maori culture.
How did you become interested in this?
I was in a circus and saw someone playing poi there. Once I tried it I was totally hooked.
Kate playing poi
at the beach
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Describe your path from circus to academia - why did you want to do a PhD on this?
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I've basically always been doing circus and academia simultaneously, ever since I was a little
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kid. Sometimes they are integrated into one project (like my PhD), other times they just run parallel, but
the skillsets always seem to complement each other. I wanted to do a PhD on poi because there is a
paucity of research on it (and flow arts in general), and I think it's an affordable, accessible, fun tool
which could better utilized if the benefits were systematically evaluated and better understood.
What did you do in the circus? What did you learn? How did you get there? Where did you start?
I did everything in the circus, and learned everything in the circus. I learned how to swing on a
trapeze, how to juggle, how to be more confident, how to work with others, how to push my limits,
how to be the best version of myself. I started in a youth circus, which was part of my grade school,
when I was about 7.
How about your brass band music? Do you still play? Does your music practice play into poi?
Yes, I still play music (I moved to New Zealand with a sousaphone, somehow). And yes music plays
into poi, just as poi plays into music, and everything plays into everything really!
Did you become interested in the body and mind as a whole through your gymnastics?
I wouldn't say I'm interested in the body and mind as a whole, exactly; I am more interested in play
and in flow. Gymnastics is certainly
a part of that.
How did the Auckland experience enrich
your view on your art? What perspectives
did it open?
Being in Auckland the past three
years and learning more about
Maori poi has deepened my love
and appreciation of the artform.
Of course I can never really
understand poi from a Maori
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perspective, being paheka (non-Maori), but through conversations with Maori poi exponents
I've gained some insights into what the poi embody and represent. In Maoridom poi are
storytellers of Maori culture. Poi actions are typically put together based on lyrics, so each
action represents the lyrics and has a specific meaning. There is no Maori word for someone
who does poi, or the act of doing poi, because it is akin to breathing. It is part of the fabric of
life.
What kind of things, people, points of view did you encounter there that you had not met before?
The general understanding and view of poi in New Zealand is very different than my
experience in the US. In the US lots of people have never heard of poi, and the people that
have usually think of poi that glow or can be lit on fire.
In New Zealand everyone knows what poi is, but most people are unaware that poi exists
outside of Maoridom. So in New Zealand when you say ìpoiî people think Maori poi, period.
If you mention something like poi that you can light on fire, someone from New Zealand
might not know that it exists, or they might not consider it poi. So it's been fascinating and
kind of tricky, because everyone just uses the word “poi”, but that can mean very different
things!
How did the new surroundings affect your mood? Your creative energy?
New Zealand is the most beautiful place I've ever seen, so it's very inspiring. On the other
hand, I'm really far away from my family, friends, and the communities I was once part of, so it
can be isolating and sometimes lonely. So my mood ebbs and flows, which it always does
regardless of where I am!
Where would you like to go next?
I am currently looking for opportunities to continue researching poi after I submit my PhD
this March, so, I'd like to go anywhere in which I can make that happen!
I sense that you perceive body and mind as a continuum. How do you pass along this message to people who are
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reluctant to accept it? Who have a rational or traditional way to look at the world?
I don't attempt to pass along a particular message to anyone. I am just systematically
evaluating the effects of poi and health, and people can take from it what they want.
How does the practice of poi help people acknowledge their place in the world?
Poi is different for everyone, so I can't really speak for others, but for me poi is a way to
be in the moment, to express myself, and to push myself.
Why did you integrate Tai Chi as a comparison? What are the aspects of Tai Chi that play into your
poi practice? How do they differ?
I chose Tai Chi as the control group activity for a few reasons. It shares some similar
characteristics with poi (they are both forms of meditative movement, involve some
similar postures, can be done alone or with others), it has substantial research proving its
efficacy for healthy older adults, and it was feasible for the study (can be done anywhere,
doesn't require expensive equipment). There are many differences between poi and Tai
Chi too, but I think the deeper you go into each one the more similar they become.
Ultimately they are both about mindfulness, attention, being in the moment, flow, play,
awareness. Prior to doing this research I had never tried Tai Chi, but now I practice
regularly and Tai Chi philosophy has seeped into most aspects of my life.
The following are links to videos that illustrate her work
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLuDjemm0sw

Qui suis-je?
par Maxime Lamoureux

Né le 1er octobre 1924 à Plain,
dans l'État de Géorgie, j'ai reçu
en 2002, le prix Nobel de la
paix entre autres pour mes
qualités de médiateur de conflits
internationaux. J'ai été le 39e
président des États-Unis, connu
notamment pour la signature des
traités sur le canal de Panama et
les accords de Camp David. À ce
jour, je suis le plus ancien
président américain encore en vie.
Représentant le parti démocrate,
j'ai battu Gerald Ford aux
élections de 1976, mais je suis
battu à mon tour par Ronald
Reagan à l'élection de 1980.
La réponse dans le prochain
numéro

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7oM5raj-MI
personal video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qlGkfpl2KE8
video of someone who explains how to make poi yourself
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SOGLITUDES behandelt Themen, die den Übergang von
einem Zustand in einen anderen beschreiben. Von
„soglia“, italienisch für Schwelle, und solitude, französisch
für Einsamkeit, denn an der Schwelle ist niemand einsam.
SOGLITUDES is about in-between things, things people
love and do and pursue and often don't know what they
are doing, but feel very strongly that it is what they have
to do. If they don't they get very sad. The word soglitudes
is created from soglia, Italian for threshold. The g is silent
but there is no loneliness because with the threshold there
is always a companion.
SOGLITUDES est une revue qui encourage l'échange
entre la création et la vie professionnelle. A travers la
passion de chacun, les seuils se manifestent dans ce que
nous faisons et ce que nous aimons faire. Soglitudes vient
de « soglia », le mot italien pour seuil et s'introduit dans la
solitude pour lui tenir compagnie.

All content (texts and photos) by Tatjana Barazon
unless otherwise mentioned
©Tatjana Barazon
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